
Hail over there !! ! How is the day 
today ?

Hello! Well, today I’m a bit hun-
gover to be quite honest with you! 
First of all, I want to congratulate you
for releasing “Conqueror” as it’s really
an excellent Epic Doom Metal release
that impressed me a lot and the pro-
gression since “Suffer No Guilt” is concrete !!!! What’s your view on “Conqueror”
?

To my ears “Conqueror” is the logical progression from “Suffer No
Guilt” - It takes some of the general ideas and vibes and tries to move
them one step ahead: there are a few differences though. “Suffer” is a
very long winded record - lots of stuff that is very long; on
“Conqueror” we wanted to take these ideas and make them of a more
manageable length: 7 instead of 14 minutes.
Could you quickly introduce your combo ? Why did you choose to play Doom
Metal ?

The band is myself on guitar and vocals. Iron Fouts on Drums and
Jason on Bass. Why you choose to play Doom Metal ? Well, this is an
interesting question, because I don’t know if you can say we play
“Doom Metal” anymore. Without a doubt at first, a long time ago, it
was a very conscious decision to play in a style that I love. But now I
am far more interested in writing
and playing music that fits to this
band. If people call it Doom, great
- if not also great.
I read that strangely enough your
band name is taken from a Cianide’s
tune “The Gates Of Slumber” ? It’s
really weird an old school Death
Metal combo from Chicago influenced
you for the band name !!!!

Not really man... Cianide is one of
the heaviest bands ever, sure they
do Death Metal, but more impor-
tant they do Metal, and they are a
pretty big influence, always have
been. “Decent Into Hell” is just an
awesome record that I still listen to
today. 
What bands brought you to the Doom Metal lands and according to you what
are the best Doom Metal releases so far ?

I’d have to say it was naturally Black Sabbath that got me into this
style of music, and into music in general. Also Saint Vitus. The best
records? Saint Vitus “Hallow’s Victim”, and “Self Titled”, also the
“Walking Dead” EP and the “Thirsty And Miserable” and “Born Too
Late” LP are great. Black Sabbath’s entire career. Trouble’s “The
Skull”. On the more current side I’d say the first Reverend Bizarre,
Warning’s “Strength To Dream” Orodruin’s “Claw Tower”... .
What are your five favourite Doom Metal releases so far ? If you could play in
a famous Doom Metal band which one would it be and why ?

Hmmm, I think I just answered that one. I really don’t think there is
another band that I would want to play in.
Could you tell us some words about musicians background ? How and when

did they discover Metal music and how
long have they been in league with dark
side ?

I got into Metal as a kid... watching
MTV and seeing the old Ozzy video
with Brad Gillis on guitar doing
“Iron Man” and Black Sabbath. Also
the old Motorhead “Ironfist” video

got me excited about Metal, a little later on I started buying Metal
tapes and it just went from there. I’d say it’s been at least 20 years of
being a Metal fan.
The be honest I discovered the combo with “Suffer No Guilt”, so could you
speak a bit about the previous 3 demos and the first full length you signed
with Final Chapter Records ?

Well, there were three demos: “Blood Encrusted Deth Axe”, “Sabbath
Witch” and then “The Cloaked Figure” all of these lead up to our first
record with Final Chapter. The line ups changed with every demo up
till “The Cloaked Figure”, and that line up of Chuck Brown on drums,
Jason on bass and me on the guitar and vocals did the record, we also
did a CD for Hellride Records called “Like a Plague Upon the Land”.
Those were fun days. 
How did it come you switched from Final Chapter Records to I Hate Records ?
Were you in contact with the label previously ?

Final Chapter folded back in
2005; we had been in contact with
Ola after our first tour of Europe,
we played in Stockholm and in
Gothenberg and Ola came out to
both... when we found ourselves
without a label Ola stepped in and
offered us a contract straight away.
What kind of deal did you get from I
Hate Records ? I mean did they pay
everything from studio budget to pro-
motional touring and how many
release is your deal about ?

I would say was a fair deal for a
young band, on “Suffer” we got
enough to cover the recording
expenses at a moderately priced

studio - you know that it could always be better with more, and worse
with less: it was fair. The studio budget was decent, there were serious
problems that cropped up and forced us to spend money out of our own
pockets to do the record... lots of problems. None of the touring
expenses were paid by them, we did get copies of our CD to sell on the
road, but no up front costs were paid. As far as I know the contract is
open ended.
The guitar gain from “Suffer No Guilt” had really a 70’s sound, I’m especially
talking about the introduction of “Suffer No Guilt” tune. This introduction is
fucking heavy, recalling St Vitus obviously. Thence, could you describe your
gear and was it long to get this low buzzing gain ? Other side of this sound, is
that you wanted to sound old school, is that right and why did you want so
much to get a sound rooted in past ?

Well, on “Suffer No Guilt” I used a Laney Tony Iommi Signature head
into my Marshall 1960 lead cabs. I set the amp up with the gain
cranked and the rest set to my taste: Bass at about 8.5, Mids at about 7,
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Treble at about 6, Presence at 10, and the master was up as loud as it
could go without causing bad vibrations in the mic stands and what not.
It was a very primal way to get a guitar sound. The head is totally
modern gear though, I think that the 70’s sound is just what you hear
coming out in my playing style. I’m very much a “power chord rifer”
like those 70’s guys.
I wouldn’t say that we wanted to get a sound rooted in the past, we just
wanted it to sound as good as it could with the budget we had... trying
to do away with some of the trickery and silly shit that bands get up to
now - a lot of production work does that. 
It’s pretty known that “Suffer No Guilt” lacked of power when it comes to pro-
duction. For instance, the sound is really weak during “Angel Of Death” solo.
That’s a real shame because “Suffer No Guilt” contains excellent tunes. Thence
how do you see this release now both from the composition side and the pro-
duction side ?

Compositionally I am still very pleased with most of it - I think that
there are a few songs that could have been left off: “Slay the Weak”,
“Dweller In The Deep” and “Wyrmwood” all three are
pretty extraneous to me now. As for
the production, well... there were mas-
sive problems that crept up that had to
be dealt with. I’m not proud of the pro-
duction at all... but by the same token
the fact that we are talking about it
shows that it’s a record that really cap-
tured imaginations, which is a great
thing ! What was the studio budget ? I
don’t think I Hate would like me to give
that figure out, but I can say that the
problems we encountered were severe
enough that I had to throw in a lot of my
own money just to get it to sound like it
does. 
Thus said, how was the pre production of “Conqueror” ? I mean the latest
record is much more powerful when is comes to production, then I guess you
didn’t want to do the same mistake than with “Suffer..”

No, not at all ! With “Conqueror” the problems in the band were taken
care of, and also we had a budget that allowed us to visit a name studio
and have a producer who really knows how to make a Metal record:
Sanford Parker. That’s the biggest issue. Before we were producing
and mixing our selves ! 
Could you give us some details about “Conqueror” cover that is, according to
me, very Manowar like? What is the symbolic behind this cover ?

Yeah, Manowar, Cirith Ungol, Manilla Road. I love those bands ! The
cover also fits the lyrical bend of the band the sound and the style we
have. It’s by Veb. Strommann from Norway. Great artist ! To me that

is Kull killing King Borna and becoming ruler
of Valusia... that’s what the title cut is about.

Why did you choose “Conqueror” as a title
album ? Does it mean you’re ready to conquer

world through this release ?

Yes it does. That’s
what we wanted
“Conqueror” to be
the record that puts

the Metal scene on
notice that we are here and

we aren’t playing around.
As I don’t have lyrics from the last

release would you explain us the
lyrics from “Ice Worm” and “Children
Of Satan” ? Do you need a certain state

of mind to write lyrics ?

“Iceworm” is inspired by a
Conan story by L. Sprague
DeCamp. It’s about an ice

demon who radiates cold rather than heat. “Children of Satan” is about
the Genocide in Darfur, it’s one of Jason’s songs, actually the first one
he wrote the lyrics for as well... taken from the point of view of a mem-
ber of the Janjaweed militia. Some people don’t understand this song at
all - if they really want to they will have to buy the record, or just think
for a second. Writing lyrics can be very easy or it can be a hell of a lot
of work. There are some songs on “Conqueror” that were done a long
time out... and then some where I was just singing lines and then writ-
ing them down for the lyric sheet ! It’s sometimes easy and sometimes
very hard. 
Why did you divided “Dark Valley Suite” into 4 different parts ? Would you
tell us a bit more about the concept behind this release ?

It’s four different movements, four different moods that the whole
piece goes through. It’s actually one track, but different sections.
This song is about the author Robert E. Howard of Conan fame. I read
a book called Dark Valley Destiny, and in this biography it talks about

his odd life as an outcast in a family of outcasts
in Texas during the early part of the 20th
Century. Much of the bio talks about his
almost insane behaviours, and the songs lyrics
take the idea that perhaps his stories were hal-
lucinations due to advanced Schizoprhrenia...
maybe he saw these places he wrote about.
Maybe these figures spoke to him... that’s
what it’s about.
Could you explain us why during most of guitar
solo, there’s no rhythmic guitar ? I know that
Karl is the unique guitarist, but he could have
recorded a rhythmic line for solo, couldn’t he ?

I did do backing tracks on some solos... on
others I did not. For “Trapped In The

Web” I didn’t feel the song needed one. “Ice Word” does have a
backing track... though I don’t know if it needed one. “To Kill And Be
King” has one, and it does need one. I think a lot of bands abuse that
production trick, sure if you have two guitars then why not ? But if you
are a one guitar band it’s not needed all the time. Jason is a very great
bassist in my opinion and under the solos he’s always doing something
interesting - no need to fill it all up with a million guitars you know ? I
think many bands just do that because they lack a solid rhythm section
or because they lack creativity.
There’s a real difference between “Suffer” and Conqueror” when it comes to
the musical direction. You dropped the heavy and low St Vitus’ touch to move
toward a more Epic Metal and faster tracks (i.e. “Conqueror” tune) or “Children
Of Satan” that nearly sounds 80’s Heavy Metal. Could you explain a bit this
evolution ?

Well, it’s always been there - on “The Awakening” there was the very
80’s Metal inspired Executioner... and then on “Suffer” “Angel of
Death” and “Slay the Weak” were both fast songs. Really we’ve always
had this. On “Conqueror” the tempos are a bit faster, but you also have
“To Kill And Be King” and “Conqueror”... both slow and doomy...
“Conqueror” reminds me of “God Wills It” to a degree... I don’t think
it was an evolution, we just had these songs that we liked and wanted to
put on the record. 
Is it the same artist Ken Kelly” who did both “Suffer No Guilt” and
“Conqueror” cover ?

No, Ken’s awesome “Revenge of the Viking” is on “Suffer No Guilt”
and Vebjorn Stromman’s “Headhunter” is on “Conqueror”. 
There’s no real satanic side within your compositions, I would rather speak
about darkness and despair, thence how do you consider religions from your
side of view and what do you think about Satanism ? Do you believe in an hid-
den evil force in the everyday life ?

Personally, I think religion is silly. I think it’s blamed for too much and
I think it’s given too much credit. I also don’t really believe in the con-
cepts of good and evil at all, really. These are ideas people cooked up
and now we try to hammer reality into this mold... thing is it never
works out.



When looking at your discography I must admit it’s pretty impressing. You’ve
recorded a great bunch of 7EP and split albums with other combos. That shows
THE GATES OF SLUMBER is a prolific combo and wants to always be present
within the scene. Is there right ?

Yes, we do always want to be busy. I would rather be touring, but such
as it is the only thing we could do is put out splits and what not. I hope
that we are going to transition into a band that is only doing albums and
tours... I’m personally excited about that prospect. 
In 2007 you unleashed a best of album after only 2 full length, 2 7EP and 2
demos. That’s sounds really weird to me, as most of time best of are published
by huge combos who have recorded 6/8 albums yet…..

Hahaha, well what can I say ? Why should bands only wait till then ? I
think a lot of people miss the fact that we don’t play by anyone’s rule
book, even our own. Villain Villain was our tribute to the great Judas
Priest, who are forever ripped off with their first two albums ! We stole
that cover art and did a ‘best of the early years’. It’s a great record set I
think ! If people don’t understand then I just don’t know what to say. 
Could you speak about the future full-length ? How will it sound and will you
tour to promote it in Europe ?

Right now I am working on material for the next record, but I want to
keep titles to myself. The sound... well... I can tell you that it’s going to
be less fast than “Conqueror”. More in the moderate tempos, some
very slow, but nothing I have at the moment is fast at all... but that
could change too. As of right now I can tell you that if I stay on this
bend it will be the darkest and heaviest TGoS record to date. I hope we
do get to come back over to Europe and promote it. As of right now
we only have KIT next April lined up. What needs to happen is we
need to have our expenses better covered if we are going to make the
trip across the Atlantic, you know ? We aren’t rich and the prices just
keep going up for travel. I don’t expect to become a rock god from this,
but also I don’t expect to be turned out of my house when I get back
home.
Many Doom Metal bands hadn’t the rock’n’roll attitude, at least through the
image they give to fans. I mean that Heavy Metal and Thrash had the Sex and
Drug’n’ Roll attitudes, drinking like fishes, fucking all chicks but in opposition
to that many Doom Metal combos that looked like “intellectual” in compari-
son to the others scenes. Do you agree with me and what kind of combo is THE
GATES OF SLUMBER ?

Well, there are all
kinds of bands.
Megadeth
was very

intellectual in the early days, outwardly not a groupie fucking
machine... and then Earthride is a band full of party beasts... so what
can you expect really ? In general I think you are right though, many
Doom bands do try to put on aires of being intellectuals. THE GATES
OF SLUMBER is not really into either. We just play music and want to
crush the crowds, the stage, the club. We might drink a bit, or we
might stay sober. Maybe snort some coke, or maybe not. We’re all tied
down now, and ugly as hell... so random chick fucking is kind of out of
the question. No, what we are about is bringing thunder down on peo-
ple’s heads. That’s all. 
Were you offered any festivals in Europe this years ? Which festival would
you like to play on the old continent ?

Hell’s Pleasures and HOA both had us slated to play, as well as Doom
Inquisition in England... but in the end we couldn’t resolve the travel
expenses. It was just too much. Honestly, I’m not much for fests ! You
go to a fest and you sit in the sun for 15 hours, you get so drunk you
can’t remember your name and you see a million bands, so you can’t
remember a one of them, the sound is always shit too. I personally
believe that bands should get out and tour. But that’s just me. I like
going to see 3-4 bands in a night where I can hear them, see them,
even talk to them, and then at the end of the night go home and sleep in
a bed. I’m too old to fucking sleep on the ground for any reason other
than the fact that I’m on tour and we don’t have rooms ! But to sleep on
the ground to be around a million drunks in the hot sun ? Forget it.
What is your view on the actual Metal scene ? What are the bands that
impressed you these days ? According to me, when it come to Doom Metal two
bands stand against standards that are Forsaken and Isole who came with
excellent releases….

I think that the Metal scene is too impressed with production, and not
enough with composition, that’s my biggest problem with music today,
it’s not what you are playing, but how it sounds. Any shit riff can be
processed to the point where it sounds great - but it’s still a shit riff.
The bands I love today are Orodruin, Ironsword, Ogre and Slough Feg.
Those are the bands I really like, more thought out and interesting and
less sounding like everyone else. I love Forsaken ! I think that they
have it in them to become the future of Doom Metal! 
Thanks a lot for your time and keep on delivering such excellent tunes such as
“Children Of Satan” !!!!!!

Thank you for doing this interview! Ale and Kill!


